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Getting started 
This is an unprofessional introduction to coding metrics in R for 535, assuming some light 
understanding of R syntax and data types / structures. This is meant to point you in the right 
direction for most problem sets, using the functions that are commonly used for these tasks. I 
did not include much on how to use these functions, how to troubleshoot (check the name / 
class of your data), or how to read output. I think you can work with your peers to that end, or 
come find me or any other grad student. We love solving problems as long as your code is neat.  
 
I’ve included the code that I used for my problem sets mostly as reference. As you may see, it 
got better as the semester went on, as yours will too. Don’t judge my early stuff too harshly. It is 
minimally annotated, but I think there’s enough for you to feel your way through it, especially 
alongside this companion.  
 
This guide has my favorite functions and libraries for getting through 535. There are other ways 
to do it. Definitely look at the documentation and decide for yourself if this is the way you’d like 
to accomplish any given task (in order to use these packages you will need to install these 
packages if you haven’t already...install.packages(‘packagename’). Some have other package 
dependencies which I noted when I knew them. They’ll prompt you as needed). But first: 
 

● RStudio - https://rstudio.com/products/rstudio/download/#download 
● File naming - Be smart about where you keep your files, where you install your 

packages, where you are accessing your data from (take a minute to read about working 
directories, it is crucial). A project should have a folder. If you’re having trouble opening 
a file, it can be traced back to this issue. 

● Most students my year like to code in RMarkdown and then knit for their deliverable 
 
A note on order: I went basically in order of what you’ll need as you start problem sets. In the 
first problem set you’ll likely only need tidy, base, and car (in that order), and by the 4th or 5th 
problem set you’ll be using those and a handful of the later ones (you’ll know!). I chose to 
organize by package because I was curious to look back and see how the functions fit together. 
You may find it more valuable to CTRL + F this document.  
 
TL;DR (aka good resources from more reliable people) 

● Tidy Messy Data • tidyr 
● An Introduction to Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) in R 
● https://www.econometrics-with-r.org/5-4-hah.html#computation-of-heteroskedasticity-

robust-standard-errors 
 

Sam Koss, CSU MS Candidate 2021 
Department of Agriculture and Resource Economics 
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library(tidyverse) 
● Tidy Messy Data • tidyr 
● If you have experience with data in R in base or another package then skip this. If not, 

start here. 
● Probably the easiest way to manage data, and as a package includes the functions that 

can do most data manipulation. When in doubt for how to change part of a data frame, 
google “R tidy ____” and you will get something that is package consistent (won’t need 
to load another library). 

● The best is the documentation on tidy commands. Always includes super helpful 
examples. If you can get good at tidy, you will be prepared to handle most of your data 
problems. 

● Can pipe commands together (%>%) 
● Functions: 

○ read_csv —  load in data 
■ df <- read_csv("~/00_CSU/2FA19 AREC 535 Applied 

Econometrics/AREC-ECON 535 Problem Set 2 Data.csv") 
○ mutate — to make a new column 

df1 <- df %>% mutate( 
  pccb_log=log(PCCBeef), 
  beef_log=log(RealBeefPrice), 
  pork_log=log(RealPorkPrice), 
  chic_log=log(RealChickenPrice), 
  inc_log=log(RealDPIncome)) 

○ rename — rename a column 
○ summarise — summary information  

means <- df1 %>% summarise( 
  meanbeef = mean(beef_log), 
  meanpork = mean(pork_log), 
  meanchic = mean(chic_log), 
  meaninc = mean(inc_log)) 

○ case_when — if logic, within other functions usually 
dfoutliers <- df1 %>% mutate( 
  StuRes = rstudent(ols1), 
  Outlier = case_when(  
    abs(StuRes) > 1.96 ~ 1, 
    abs(StuRes) < 1.96 ~ 0)) 

Base library 
● Functions that are loaded in R, ready to go. This includes the stats package which has 

most of the important things you need. 
● Functions: 
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○ lm — fitting linear models: lm function 
■ lm(y ~ x1 + x2 + … + xn, data=data) 
■ Can run summary on it 
■ Can call regression output (fitted, residuals, standard regression stats) as 

vectors 
■ Can add an argument for ‘weights’ (or manually weight the data) 

○ F / T / ChiSq (all work essentially the same with p_ for p value, q_ for stat 
lookup): 

■ F dist: The F Distribution 
■ ChiSq: The (non-central) Chi-Squared Distribution 
■ T: The Student t Distribution 
■ P values: 

● T: 2*pt(-abs(t.value1),df=47) 
● F: 1-pf(F stat,df1,df2,lower.tail = F)) 

■ Stat lookup: 
● T: abs(qt(confidence level,df)) 
● F: qf(.95,1,54,lower.tail = F) 
● ChiSq: qchisq(.95,4) 

○ glm — generalized linear models: 11.2 Probit and Logit Regression 
■ probit <- glm(YES ~ PUB12 + PUB34 + PUB5 + PRI + YEARS + 

SCHOOL + logInc + logPropTX, family=binomial(link = "probit"),data=df) 
■ logit <- glm(YES ~ PUB12 + PUB34 + PUB5 + PRI + YEARS + SCHOOL 

+ logInc + logPropTX, family=binomial,data=df) 
○ Predict — this is a class of functions that will be helpful with probit and logit, but I 

think you can also use it for confidence intervals  
■ Confidence intervals: Predict in R: Model Predictions and Confidence 

Intervals - Articles 
■ Probit / logit: predict.probit function.  
■ Either for the data in your dataframe: 

● probprobit <- predict(probit, type = 'response') %>% 
  as_tibble %>% 
  mutate( 
    fittedprobit = case_when( 
        value >= .5 ~ 1, 
        value < .5 ~ 0)) 
1-mean(abs(probprobit$fittedprobit - df$YES)) 

● problogit <- predict(logit, type = 'response') %>% 
  as_tibble %>% 
  mutate( 
    fittedlogit = case_when( 
        value >= .5 ~ 1, 
        value < .5 ~ 0)) 
1-mean(abs(problogit$fittedlogit - df$YES))  

■ Or given some input data: 
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● probita <- predict(probit, newdata = newdataa, type = 'response') 
● probitb <- predict(probit, newdata = newdatab, type = 'response') 
● probitc <- predict(probit, newdata = newdatac, type = 'response') 

● Making your own functions 
○ This came in handy for me, and it may come in handy for you too. Think of it like 

a function in math, you give it input and get an output: you create a function with 
input variables and a rule, and then you pass in your desired input variables to 
get the output.  

fcn <- 
function(x){graphintercept+outolstrend$coefficients['obs',1]*x+outolstrend
$coefficients['obs2',1]*x^2+outolstrend$coefficients['obs3',1]*x^3} 
graphtrend <- fcn(x = 1:59) %>% as.data.frame() %>% mutate( 

    year=1960:2018) 

library(car) 
● Companion for Applied Statistics 
● Package 'car' 
● I have no doubt this is an under-utilized package. It kept coming up throughout the 

semester as useful, to the point where I just loaded it when I started a problem set. It is a 
dependency for other packages and linear restrictions are frequent enough. 

● Functions: 
○ linearHypothesis — F TESTS! This is how you test linear restrictions 

■ linearHypothesis(lm(ols1),"df1$pork_log = df1$chic_log")  
○ durbinWatsonTest — also as dwtest in lmtest...for serial correlation 

■ durbinWatsonTest(ols1) 

library(ggplot2) 
● Probably the best way to get plotting, and it’s worth it to learn. It’s extremely powerful 

and used throughout the R community. The syntax is a little strange when you get going, 
but once you get the hang of it you’ll be amazed at its flexibility. 

● Note: the best way to get good at plotting data is to get good at manipulating data. Many 
times you can achieve the output you want by making your input a certain way (usually 
pivotwider / pivotlonger in tidy do the trick for me) 

● This cheat sheet (widely used and made by the creators) will be a great reference once 
you’re a bit fluent in the command structure: Data Visualization 

● Some examples: 
○ ggplot(graphall, aes(x=Year, y=value, group = Model, color = Model)) +  

  geom_point(aes(shape=factor(Model),color= Model)) +  
  geom_smooth(aes(linetype = factor(Model)),method = lm, se=FALSE, size 
=1.5) +  
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  labs(color = "Model Type", x="Year", y= "Per Capita Consumption of Beef", 
main = "Consumption / Year") 

○ ggplot(graphall, 
       aes(x=Income, 
           y=Y, 
           group=Name, 
           color=Name)) + 
  geom_point(aes(shape=Name,color=Name), size = 2) + 
  labs(x="Income",  
       main = "Actual Exp, Predicted Exp, + Residuals against Income") 

○ ggplot(graph8, 
       aes(x=Income, 
           y=Y, 
           group=Name, 
           color=Name)) + 
  geom_point(aes(shape=Name,color=Name), size = 2) + 
  labs(x="Income") 

○ df %>% 
  gather(., key= "key", value = 
"value",c(INCOME,logInc,PROPTX,logPropTX,YEARS)) %>% 
  ggplot(.,aes(value)) + 
  facet_grid(~ key, scales = "free") + 
  geom_histogram(bins = 10, 
                 color = 'sky blue', 
                 fill = 'sky blue', 
                 alpha = .5) 

○ df %>% 
  gather(., key= "key", value = 
"value",c(PUB12,PUB34,PUB5,PRI,SCHOOL,YES)) %>% 
  ggplot(aes(value)) + 
  facet_wrap(~ key, scales = "free") + 
  geom_bar(color = 'sky blue', 
           fill = 'sky blue', 
           alpha = .5) 

○ ggplot(ols1,aes(x=ols1$fitted.values)) +  
  geom_histogram(color = 'sky blue',  
               fill = 'sky blue', 
               alpha = .5) +  
  geom_segment(aes(x=0,y=0,xend=0,yend=12.5), color='purple' ,size=1.5) + 
  geom_segment(aes(x=1,y=0,xend=1,yend=12.5), color='purple' ,size=1.5) + 
  labs(title = "Density of Predicted Values", x="Predicted Values", y="Count") 
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library(lmtest) + library(sandwich) 
● I have a feeling that everything in lmtest can be replicated with CAR, but some of the 

functions are just a bit easier to use (or at least to understand the documentation). 
○ Package 'lmtest' 

● Sandwich is a super powerful one as well that can be used to achieve some pretty cool 
things that I don’t entirely understand.  

○ Package 'sandwich' 
● Both of these packages end up being dependencies of other packages listed, so may be 

worth it to load them. 
● Functions: 

○ coeftest — for White’s standard errors 
■ https://www.econometrics-with-r.org/5-4-hah.html#computation-of-

heteroskedasticity-robust-standard-errors 
■ coeftest(ols1, vcov. = vcovHC(ols1,type="HC1")) 
■ This requires vcocHC, a function from library(sandwich) 

○ dwtest - also as durbinWatsonTest in CAR...for serial correlation 
■ dwtest(ols1) 

○ bgtest — for serial correlation 
■ bgtest(ols1, order = 2, type = c("Chisq", "F")) 

○ lrtest — for likelihood ratio tests 
■ justint <- lm(YES ~ 1, df) 
■ lrtest(probit,justint) 
■ lrtest(logit,justint) 

library(prais) 
● A streamlined package for an estimation method that corrects for serial correlation with 

generalized differences...recovering the first observation 
● Package 'prais' 
● Note, relies on stat and sandwich 
● Example:  

pw <- prais_winsten(ols1,df1) 

library(orcutt) 
● A streamlined package for an estimation method that corrects for serial correlation with 

generalized differences 
● Note, relies on stat and sandwich 
● Package 'orcutt' 
● Example:  

co <- cochrane.orcutt(ols1, convergence = 4) 
summary(co) 
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library(janitor) 
● Can use it for dataframe manipulation (tidy compatible!) 
● Package 'janitor' 
● Functions: 

○ tabyl — contingency tables, great for output: 
■ df %>% tabyl(YES,PUB12) %>% 

  adorn_totals(c("row","col")) %>% 
  adorn_percentages("row") %>% 
  adorn_pct_formatting(digits = 2) %>% 
  adorn_ns() %>% 
  adorn_title("combined")  

library(margins) 
● Average marginal effects for lm / glm functions (probit, logit!) 
● I think it can also be used for instantaneous effects, but I used the mfx package (below) 

for that 
● An Introduction to margins 
● Functions: 

○ margins_probit <- margins(probit) %>% summary() 
○ margins_logit <- margins(logit) %>% summary() 

library(mfx) 
● Package for marginal effects for glm models.  
● Package 'mfx' 
● Functions: 

○ mfx_logit <- logitmfx(formula = logit, df) 
○ mfx_probit <- probitmfx(formula = probit, df) 

library(InformationValue) 
● Model diagnostics for predicted probabilities (probit, logit). This is something that 

overlaps with machine learning so there are a LOT of options out there. This is what I 
used because it was easiest to find, but in this case I am sure there are other options at 
least as good 

● InformationValue R Package 
● Functions: 

○ Sensitivity - True positive rate: 
○ Specificity - False positive rate 
○ Examples: 
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■ sensitivity(df$YES, probprobit$fittedprobit, threshold = .5) #correct class 
of positives 

■ specificity(df$YES, probprobit$fittedprobit, threshold = .5) #correct class 
of neg 

■ sensitivity(df$YES, problogit$fittedlogit, threshold = .5) #correct class of 
positives 

■ specificity(df$YES, problogit$fittedlogit, threshold = .5) #correct class of 
neg 

library(urbin) 
● Package for semi-elasticities in probit and logit models. I only used urbinEla but it looks 

like there’s a bit more you can do 
● Extracting and Unifying Semi-Elasticities and Effect Sizes from Studies with Binary 

Dependent Variables 
● Examples: 

○ urbinEla(coef(probit), xMean, xPos = 6, model = 'probit')  
○ urbinEla(coef(logit), xMean, xPos =6, model = 'logit') 

library(systemfit) 
● For systems of linear equations. The documentation is EXCELLENT and lines up well 

with the lecture. By this point you should be good at reading documentation, and this 
one is a joy. 

● systemfit: A Package for Estimating Systems of Simultaneous Equations in R 
● The systemfit function does all the work, but you have to create a list of regressions in a 

properly named way. The documentation walks you through great demonstrations. 
● Examples: 

○ OLS: 
attach(df) 
eqDemand <- Pt ~ Qt + St + It 
eqSupply <- Qt ~ Pt + Ft 
eqSystem <- list(demand = eqDemand, supply = eqSupply) 
fitols <- systemfit(eqSystem, method = "OLS") 

○ 2SLS: 
eqDemand <- Pt ~ Qt + St + It 
eqSupply <- Qt ~ Pt + Ft 
eqSystem <- list(demand = eqDemand, supply = eqSupply) 
fitols2 <- systemfit(eqSystem, method = "2SLS", inst = ~ St + It + Ft) 

○ 3SLS: 
eqDemand <- Pt ~ Qt + St + It 
eqSupply <- Qt ~ Pt + Ft 
eqSystem <- list(demand = eqDemand, supply = eqSupply) 
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fitols3 <- systemfit(eqSystem, method = "3SLS", method3sls = "IV", inst = 
~ St + It + Ft) 

○ I3SLS: 
eqDemand <- Pt ~ Qt + St + It 
eqSupply <- Qt ~ Pt + Ft 
eqSystem <- list(demand = eqDemand, supply = eqSupply) 
fitolsi3 <- systemfit(eqSystem, method = "3SLS", maxiter = 100, 
method3sls = "IV", inst = ~ St + It + Ft) 


